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The interplay between single particle anisotropy
and interparticle interactions in ensembles of
magnetic nanoparticles†
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Su Seong Leei and D. Peddis *a
This paper aims to analyze the competition of single particle anisotropy and interparticle interactions in
nanoparticle ensembles using a random anisotropy model. The model is first applied to ideal systems of
non-interacting and strongly dipolar interacting ensembles of maghemite nanoparticles. The investigation is
then extended to more complex systems of pure cobalt ferrite CoFe2O4 (CFO) and mixed cobalt–nickel
ferrite (Co,Ni)Fe2O4 (CNFO) nanoparticles. Both samples were synthetized by the polyol process and
exhibit the same particle size (DTEM E 5 nm), but with different interparticle interaction strengths and
single particle anisotropy. The implementation of the random anisotropy model allows investigation of
the influence of single particle anisotropy and interparticle interactions, and sheds light on their complex
interplay as well as on their individual contribution. This analysis is of fundamental importance in order
to understand the physics of these systems and to develop technological applications based on concen-
trated magnetic nanoparticles, where single and collective behaviors coexist.
1. Introduction
Magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) are complex physical objects that
are interesting from both fundamental1–4 and technological
points of view (e.g., MRI,5 hyperthermia,6 drug delivery,5,7
catalysis,8 microwave applications9). For magnetic mono-
domain particles with uniaxial anisotropy and easy axis
alignment in the direction of the external field m0H, the energy
can be written as:
E = KaVp sin
2 W  MSVpm0H cos(j  W) (1)
where Ka is the effective anisotropy constant, Vp is the particle
volume, MS is the saturation magnetization, and W and j are,
respectively, the angles between the magnetization vector and
the magnetic field relative to the easy direction.10,11 Above a
specific temperature, i.e., the blocking temperature TB, each
particle behaves as a paramagnetic superspin, hence with
dynamics defined in the framework of superparamagnetism
(SPM).12 The design of nanoparticle-based magnetic materials
with specific properties hinges on the control of the energy
profile of individual NPs, which is proportional to Vp and Ka,
where the effective anisotropy constant mainly depends on
the particle crystalline structure, chemical composition, and
morphology. In addition, upon reducing the particle size, the
increasing surface-to-volume ratio can strongly influence the
magnetic anisotropy (i.e., surface anisotropy).13 The magnetic
behavior of a nanoparticle ensemble is also strongly affected by
interparticle interactions that can be dipole–dipole or based on
exchange coupling between surface atoms.14,15 The nature and
strength of interparticle interactions depend on the nanoparticles’
arrangement,13 and on the presence of non-magnetic spacers
(e.g., organic ligands, silica shell). For example, a dipolar inter-
action may yield a dynamical magnetic frustration and a superspin
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glass (SSG) state. Such a collective state exhibits similar dynamical
features to atomic spin glasses, e.g., aging and rejuvenation.16
Further enhancement of the interactions leads to an ordered
collective organization of superspins defined as superferro-
magnetism (SFM).17 Evidence of such a state has been provided
experimentally on granular films and discussed theoretically in
terms of an effective mean-field model.18 Strong interactions
can induce a hysteretic behavior even above the intrinsic
blocking temperature of the nanoparticles, clearly visible in
the discontinuity of the thermal dependence of the coercive
field. In addition, in the case of particles with broad and/or
multiple size distribution, a multitude of magnetic states can
emerge. Upon cooling the system, the progressive ‘‘blocking’’
from the largest to the smallest particles can induce a progressive
shift from a pure SPM to an SSG state and finally a complete chain-
like SFM ordering even for purely dipolar interacting particles.19 It
should be underlined that concentrated ensembles of individually
responding magnetic entities are required for several applications
(e.g., magnetic recording, drug delivery, magnetic hyperthermia),
where interparticle interactions cannot be neglected.20 In this
context, the magnetic behavior of an ensemble of nanoparticles
can be described as a complex interplay between the single particle
anisotropy (SPA) and the interparticle interactions (II). The effect of
SPA12,21–24 and II20,25–27 on the magnetic properties of the nano-
particles has been thoroughly discussed in the literature. Never-
theless, a clear approach to separate and quantify the individual
contribution of SPA and II in the dense ensembles of the nano-
particles is still lacking, since, due to the overlapping of the two
contributions, the collective order is usually hidden by the SPM
blocking behavior.28,29
The magnetic properties of ferromagnetic materials are
strongly connected to their crystalline structures, which deter-
mine their magneto-crystalline anisotropy and their symmetry
axis. For typical (non-textured) nanoparticle ensembles and
polycrystalline continuous media, the easy axes of the con-
stituent grains/particles are randomly oriented. In polycrystalline
materials, the exchange interactions force the spins to align
over a correlation length (Lcorr), which can be larger than the
grain size (D). Therefore, the effective anisotropy for the corre-
lated volume will be the average of the grains within such a
volume, resulting in a reduced magnitude with respect to the
anisotropy of the individual grain.30 Within this context, the
Random Anisotropy Model (RAM) has been employed to
describe systems where the exchange interactions dominate,
extending the correlation volume beyond the structural correla-
tion length, i.e., the grain size D. The RAM has been extensively
used for describing amorphous materials31 since the 1970s,
and more recently it has been also used for nano-crystalline
metal alloys.32 In addition, a modified RAM has been proposed
to explain the properties of Cox(SiO2)1x nanogranular films,
33,34
suggesting that, with opportune modifications, this phenomeno-
logical model can be generally applied regardless of the nature of
the interactions, exchange or dipolar, between particles.30 Indeed,
the same model was able to describe the field dependence of the
blocking temperature of 2D arrays of iron oxide nanoparticles
deposited as monolayers.35
In the present paper, we propose the application of the RAM
to analyze the magnetic properties of strongly interacting
nanoparticle ensembles, extending the model for the first
time to the pure dipolar interaction case. The effective aniso-
tropy energy of such systems was deeply investigated, identify-
ing quantitatively the individual contribution of the single
particle anisotropy and interparticle interaction energies.
Specific nanoparticle systems were selected to test the RAM.
In the first stage, the influence of interparticle interactions in
ensembles of maghemite nanoparticles was analyzed by
comparing the magnetic properties of the nanoparticles iso-
lated by a thick silica coating with a packed ensemble of the
same particles. Then, the investigation was extended to more
complex ensembles of (Co,Ni)Fe2O4 nanoparticles, with the
same size but with different interaction strength and single
particle anisotropy.
2. Random anisotropy model (RAM)
For ferromagnetic materials, the exchange interaction energy








L0 represents the ferromagnetic correlation length, while j0 is a
proportionality constant close to 1, A0 is the exchange stiffness
and Ka is the anisotropy constant. This length scale describes
the distance within which no significant variation in the
magnetization direction is observed, and it usually extends
over a few tens of nm (e.g., L0 E 5–10 nm for Co-based alloys
and L0 E 20–40 nm for Fe-based alloys).
30 For traditional
polycrystalline materials, the crystallite size D is much larger
than L0, thus the magnetization reversal is dominated by the
magnetocrystalline easy axis. On the other hand, for systems
where D { L0, the magnetization is forced to be aligned over a
region where the local easy axes are distributed in different
directions.30,36 In the case of ensembles of dipolar interacting
nanoparticles, we define a more general magnetic correlation
length (Lcorr)







Aeff represents the interaction intensity,
30 which for nano-
crystalline alloys is the inter-grain exchange constant A.33 The
parameter C was introduced for the nanoparticle systems to
overcome the divergence at m0H = 0 T. It should take into
account the influence of particle concentration on the inter-
actions, assuming a value close to zero for clustered particles
and the form C E 2Aeff – MSm0H for non-interacting
particles.34,35
Lcorr defines a correlation volume (VN), where the effective
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number of particles (N) within such a volume,38 as described





The number of correlated particles N can be defined as the
ratio between the correlation volume and the volume of a single
particle, taking into account the volume fraction x that the
particles occupy in the ensemble:






Therefore, we can define the volume of the cluster VN as the





D3 þ x Lcorr3 D3
  
(6)
As the interparticle interactions increase, the correlation
length expands and the anisotropy is mediated within a larger
number of particles, thus reducing its effective magnitude. On
the other hand, the action of an external magnetic field reduces
the correlation length32 and prevents the ‘‘cluster’’ formation.
It is worth mentioning that the expressions (4) and (6) tend to
the anisotropy and volume of an individual particle when the
interactions are very weak and Lcorr - D.
For a non-interacting system, the dependence of the super-
paramagnetic blocking temperature from the field m0H is











with a = 1.535 and tm = 60 s, i.e., the typical experimental time in
dc magnetization measurements, t0 = 10
11 s for the ferro-
magnetic particles and the Boltzmann constant kB = 1.38065 






where m0HK is the anisotropy field. According to the RAM,
for an ensemble of interacting particles, one should consider
the effective anisotropy field m0H
N
K of the cluster of N correlated









Finally, eqn (7) can be re-written by substituting Ka, Vp and















Note that another expression for T*(H) has been recently
considered.39,40 The experimental values of T*(H) can be
extracted from the temperature dependence of the difference
between field-cooled and zero-field-cooled curves (MFC–MZFC).
For non-interacting particles, an estimate of the distribution of
the anisotropy energy barrier can be obtained from:
f ðTÞ / d MZFCMFCð Þ
dT
(11)
Because of interparticle interactions, eqn (11) gives only a
rough indication of the distribution of anisotropy energies.
As an example, the (MFC–MZFC) curve and its negative derivative
are reported in ESI† in Fig. S1 for sample S17. Within the Néel
model, the blocking temperature TB can be considered as the
temperature for which the relaxation time is equal to the
measuring time of the experimental technique. In a real system
of nanoparticles, where a finite size distribution always exists,
TB is often defined as the temperature at which 50% of the
sample is in the superparamagnetic state.41,42 Since the block-
ing temperature of a single particle is proportional to its
anisotropy barrier, an estimate of TB, i.e., T*, can be obtained
as the temperature at which the integral of d(MZFC–MFC)/dT
reaches 50% of its maximum value, i.e., the temperature at
which (MFC–MZFC) is reduced to half of its value at the lowest
temperature.
The experimental T*(H) values can be fitted according to
eqn (10). By combining eqn (3)–(6), and (8), one needs as input
parameters the experimental value of MS, the particle size D
and the volume fraction x. The only free parameters of the fit
are the effective interaction strength Aeff, the parameter C and
the intrinsic anisotropy constant of the magnetic material Ka.
Finally, by using such values in eqn (3)–(5), and (6), further
Fig. 1 Sketch of an ensemble of interacting nanoparticles. The blue circle
represents the correlation volume VN described by the correlation length
Lcorr (dashed black line). Within such a volume, the average anisotropy is
mediated among the different particles due to the random distribution of
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information about the cluster and the individual particles can
be obtained.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Effect of interparticle interactions
When magnetic nanoparticles are arranged in concentrated
ensembles, their magnetic behavior is strongly affected by the
interparticle interactions. Recently, De Toro et al. showed how
strongly interacting nanoparticles may create a ‘‘nanoparticle
replica of the spin-glass state’’.25,43 They produced a packed disc
of maghemite NPs with average size E8 nm and very narrow
size distribution by pressing a mass of about 100 mg of
powders at approximately 0.7 GPa. This sample (labelled
RCP8) was compared with another one where the same parti-
cles were coated by an E17 nm thick silica shell (labelled S17),
in order to increase the interparticle distance and reduce the
effect of interactions to a negligible value. The volume-filling
factor of the magnetic phase has been determined by Archimedes’
method as E67% and E0.4% for RCP8 and S17, respectively.
Fig. 2a shows the MZFC and MFC curves of the two samples. The
MZFC curves show a maximum at a temperature (Tmax) that, for
non-interacting particles such as for S17, is directly proportional to
the average blocking temperature, with a proportionality constant
of b = 1.5–2, depending on the type of particle size distribution.44
An irreversible magnetic behavior is observed below a given
temperature (Tirr) that corresponds to the blocking of the biggest
particles. S17 exhibits the typical features of the isolated particle
systems, such that an FC magnetization shows a Curie-like beha-
vior. On the other hand, the dense packing of the particles in RCP8
modifies the original superparamagnetic behavior of the isolated
particles. Tmax exhibits a much larger value, in addition, the FC
curves flatten out below Tmax, both being typical features of strong
interparticle interactions, which induce a superspin-glass state
in the sample.25 Within this picture, we propose a modified
random anisotropy model as a way to explain the origin of such
a collective state.
At small cooling fields, for the non-interacting sample S17,
TB E T*, which corresponds to a blocking temperature E22 K.
On the other hand, sample RCP8 is a strongly interacting
sample with T* E 77 K. Due to such strong interparticle
interactions, responsible of a collective behavior, TB E T* is
not more valid, thus it is not possible to get the information
about the blocking temperature and the anisotropy energy of
individual particles of this sample. Further analysis was carried
out for both S17 and RCP8 samples, measuring (MFC–MZFC)
Fig. 2 MZFC (empty symbols) and MFC (full symbols) curves measured at applied fields of 2.5 mT and 3.0 mT for S17 (a) and RCP8 (c), respectively.
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with different cooling fields. The values of T* vs. the applied
field were fitted according to eqn (10), as shown in Fig. 2
with data summarized in Table 1. For the isolated (i.e., non-
interacting) particles in S17, De Toro et al. measured a value of
Ka E 30  103 J m3 by means of AC susceptibility data.25 The
Ka value extracted from the RAM fitting is 34(5)  103 J m3, in
good agreement with the AC results. Furthermore, the same
procedure applied to RCP8 allowed the estimation of the
intrinsic anisotropy constant of the single non-interacting
particles as 41(5)  103 J m3, in agreement, within the
experimental error, with the previous values (Table 1).
This confirms that the RAM analysis allows determination
of the correct value of the anisotropy constant even in a
strongly interacting system, where the blocking temperature
of the individual NPs is hidden by the collective behavior.
Note that demagnetization effects influence the MZFC and MFC
curves for RCP8.45 Anyway, we have verified that this does not
affect the T* determination beyond the experimental error.
Furthermore, the single particle TB can be calculated from (10)
for the case of m0H = 0 T, leading for sample RCP8 to an
intrinsic single particle value of TB = 31(4) K, compatible with
the experimental data of 22(4) K of S17 for isolated-like
particles.
3.2 Single particle magnetic anisotropy and interparticle
interactions
The very flexible crystal chemistry of spinel ferrites was
exploited to prepare a further model system to verify the
application of the RAM on ensembles of strongly interacting
nanoparticles. Spinel ferrites possess an FCC lattice of oxygen
ions with Fe3+ and Me2+ cations, where Me denotes a divalent
transition metal ion, distributed among octahedral (Oh) and
tetrahedral (Td) interstitial sites. The superexchange magnetic
coupling between the cations located in the same site produces
a parallel ferromagnetic alignment of spins, but the coupling
between the two sub-lattices produces an antiparallel arrange-
ment. Due to the different magnetic moment of the two lattices,
a net magnetization emerges, producing a final ferrimagnetic
ordering.20 Hence, the specific magnetic nature of divalent
cations (Ni2+, Fe2+, Co2+, and Mn2+) allows tuning the saturation
magnetization and, most of all, the magnetic anisotropy,
beyond the effect of particle size.21,22
Two ensembles of ferrite nanoparticles with the same
average size of B4.5 nm (Fig. S3, ESI†) were synthetized by
the polyol process. A pure CoFe2O4 sample (CFO) has been
compared with the one in which about 50% of cobalt was
substituted with nickel (CNFO, (CoNi)Fe2O4). Both samples
represent concentrated systems with volume-filling factors of
52% and 39% for CFO and CNFO, respectively. Their particles
are in close proximity, but not in contact since they are coated
by polyol (see Section 2.2 and Fig. S4 in ESI†) preventing
possible super-exchange interactions.46 A detailed description
of the samples is provided in the ESI† and in ref. 23.
The M vs. H curves of the two samples recorded at 5 K are
reported in Fig. 3a. By reducing the amount of cobalt, the
magnetic anisotropy decreases, as reflected by a decrease in the
coercive field m0HC and the saturation field m0Hsat (Table 2).
The latter parameter is defined as the minimum field that
Table 1 The anisotropy constant Ka and the correlation length Lcorr
obtained from the RAM fit are reported here along with the saturation
magnetization MS, experimentally obtained from the M(H) loop and used
as an input parameter in the fit. TB was estimated as T* for S17 and
extracted from the RAM fit in the limit of m0H = 0 T for RCP8. For S17,
Lcorr corresponds to the particle’s diameter within the estimated error,
confirming the non-interacting behavior of the sample
Sample Ka (J m
3) Lcorr (nm) TB (K) MS (A m
1)
S17 34(5)  103 8.0(5) 22(4) 225(1)  103
RCP8 41(5)  103 18.2(1) 31(4) 225(1)  103
Fig. 3 Magnetization vs. applied field at 5 K (a) for samples CFO (black circles) and CNFO (red triangles). MZFC (empty symbols) and MFC (full symbols) for
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reverses the moment of the particles with the highest aniso-
tropy energy. It was evaluated as the field at which the
difference between the two branches of the M(H) curves was
reduced down to 1% of their maximum value.23 The larger
anisotropy energy of sample CFO can be ascribed to its higher
Co content. Cobalt ions have a marked magneto-crystalline
anisotropy far above that of nickel and iron, indeed its orbital
magnetic moment is not quenched by the crystal field, with a
particular strong spin–orbit coupling for Co2+ ions in octahedral
sites.47–49 The difference in saturation magnetization among CFO
and CNFO can be explained by the different magnetic moments of
Co and Ni and an unusual cationic distribution, as discussed
in ref. 23.
The thermal dependence of the magnetization measured
by ZFC, FC and (MFC–MZFC) analysis gives interesting informa-
tion about the blocking process (Fig. 3b–e and Table 3). In this
case, the susceptibility is lower than that of sample RCP8, as
well as the packing fraction. This enforces the assumption
that the demagnetization effects have limited influence on
these samples. Although the M(H) curves indicate a different
magnetic anisotropy, the two samples show equal values of
Tirr and Tmax, within the experimental error. This scenario is
substantially confirmed by the (MFC–MZFC) magnetization
curves measured after a field cooling of 2.5 mT (see Fig. 3d
and e). For both samples, (MFC–MZFC) decreases with increas-
ing temperature, as expected for an ensemble of magnetic
monodomain particles. The T* values follow the same beha-
vior of Tmax and Tirr, suggesting similar blocking temperatures
for both samples. On the other hand, the values of T*(H) show
different field dependences. A further confirmation of the
unexpected situation, i.e., different magnetic anisotropy and
the same blocking temperature, is provided by Mössbauer
spectroscopy carried out at 300 K (Fig. 4). Generally speaking,
the total Mössbauer spectrum of an ensemble of magnetic
mono-domain particles is typically represented by the super-
position of magnetic (six lines) and quadrupole (two lines)
patterns. These two components are due to particles with
superparamagnetic relaxation time that is, respectively, longer
or shorter compared to the timescale of Mössbauer spectro-
scopy (tw = 5  109 s). In the samples under investigation, the
fraction of particles being superparamagnetic at room tem-
perature is similar, actually slightly higher for CNFO with
respect to CFO (E82 vs. 75%, respectively). This result con-
firms the landscape drawn by M vs. T measurements in low
field, indicating that despite having different magnetic aniso-
tropies, the superparamagnetic relaxation times of the two
samples are very similar, as observed by the different time
windows of two experimental methods.
In order to investigate the interaction regimes among the
particles, the remanent magnetization was measured following
the IRM (Isothermal Remanent Magnetization) and DCD
(Direct Current Demagnetization) protocols (see Section 3
of ESI† for details). For non-interacting single-domain particles
with uniaxial anisotropy and magnetization reversal by coherent
rotation, the two remanence curves are related via the
Wohlfarth equation50 mDCD(H) = 1  2mIRM(H), where mDCD(H)
and mIRM(H) represent the reduced terms MDCD(H)/MDCD(5T)
and MIRM(H)/MIRM(5T), with MDCD(5T) and MIRM(5T) being the
remanence values for the DCD and IRM curves for a reversal
Table 2 For each sample, the chemical composition according to the
cation concentration measured by ICP analysis, the mean diameter hDTEMi,
the saturation magnetization (MS), the coercive field (m0HC), and the













CFO Co0.97Fe2.00O4.00 4.5(1) 130(10) 0.88(7) 3.1(8)
CNFO Co0.40Ni0.58Fe2.00O4.00 4.6(1) 77(4) 0.50(7) 2.4(3)
Table 3 Tmax and Tirr values estimated from ZFC–FC curves and T* calculated from the d(MZFC–MFC)/dT curve measured at m0H = 2.5 mT. The linear
distance which encloses two nanoparticles, considering also the surfactant (L2NP), is compared to the correlation length (Lcorr) calculated with the data
obtained from the RAM fits with applied fields of 0 mT and 2.5 mT. In addition, for CNFO, the maximum field (m0Hlimit) that produces a correlation length
sufficient to involve two entire particles in the correlation volume is shown
Sample Tmax (K) Tirr (K) T* (K) L2NP Lcorr (m0H = 0 T) Lcorr (m0H = 2.5 mT) m0Hlimit
CFO 229(4) 255(4) 174(2) 10.1(1) nm 8.4(1) nm 8.3(1) nm —
CNFO 231(4) 255(4) 170(2) 10.8(1) nm 15.1(1) nm 14.8(1) nm 0.087(1) T
Fig. 4 Mössbauer measurements have been performed at room tem-
perature with no applied external magnetic field. The experimental points
are presented as empty small circles, the fit of the blocked fraction is
represented by a dashed red line, and the superparamagnetic contribution
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field of 5 T, respectively. Kelly et al.51 rewrote the Wohlfarth
equation to explicitly reveal the deviations from a non-
interacting case:51
DM = mDCD(H)  1 + 2mIRM(H) (12)
The negative DM values are usually taken as indicative of the
prevalence of demagnetizing (e.g., dipole–dipole) interactions;
positive values are attributed to the interactions promoting the
magnetized state (e.g., direct exchange interactions). For both
samples, the DM plots (Fig. 5) show a strong negative deviation,
indicating the prevalence of magnetic dipolar interactions
among the nanoparticles.52 The average reversal field, extracted
from the field position of the negative peak, is higher for CFO
due to the larger cobalt content (m0Hrev E 0.85 vs. 0.56 T, for
CFO and CNFO, respectively). Furthermore, the amplitude of
the peak (IDM), proportional to the interaction magnitude,
13
shows again a larger value for CFO (0.34 vs.0.17) (see Section 3
of ESI† for description), as expected considering the dipolar
interaction energy to be roughly Edip = (m0m
2)/(4pd3),53 where m is
the magnetic moment of the single particle and d is the distance
between the particles’ center (considered as the point dipole). Due
to similar average particle sizes and center-to-center interparticle
distances (d) in the two samples, the higher saturation magnetiza-
tion of CFO’s particles leads to stronger dipolar interactions with
respect to CNFO, being Edip/kB E 44 vs. 12 K, respectively. This
result is at odds with a very similar ZFC peak (Tmax) and T*,
observed for the two samples.
The M vs. H curves evidence quite different anisotropy
energies for the two samples, but similar blocking energies
emerge from the (MFC–MZFC) curves measured at low field
(2.5 mT), and Mössbauer spectra measured with no applied
magnetic field. Such results suggest the presence of a collective
behavior induced by interactions, which creates a condition of
higher effective anisotropy, in particular for CNFO, but which
manifests only under low applied field; on the other hand, the
high field applied in M(H) curves suppresses the coupling and
lets the single particle anisotropy dominate.
To understand this complex behavior, we applied the
modified random anisotropy model. For both samples, T*
was measured from d(MFC–MZFC)/dT curves at several applied
magnetic fields, and the values of T*(H) were fitted according
to eqn (10) (Fig. 6a and data summarized in Table 3). In a
condition of zero applied field, the correlation length calcu-
lated from (3) is larger than the single particle diameter for
both samples, but only for sample CNFO this distance is long
enough to enclose two full particles (L2NP), considering also the
organic coating (Table 3). It is worth mentioning that the
correlation length in these two samples is considerably shorter
than in the RCP8 sample, as expected due to the higher particle
anisotropy in CFO and CNFO. A similar situation is present
even at an applied field of 2.5 mT, supporting the theory of a
larger effective anisotropy visible for CNFO in M(T) measure-
ments at low field and in Mössbauer spectra recorded in zero
field. Indeed, at an applied field of 2.5 mT, the effective
correlated volume of the magnetic material calculated from
(6) for CFO and CNFO is E180 and 740 nm3, respectively.
Despite the different single particle anisotropies, the average
anisotropy energy within these two volumes is comparable,
about 7.2(1)  1020 J, which translates to a similar experi-
mental T*. In this framework, CFO shows stronger dipolar
interactions, but the higher single particle anisotropy prevents
Fig. 5 The DM-plots of samples CFO (black circles) and CNFO (red
triangles) are reported. The solid lines are a guide to the eye.
Fig. 6 Panel (a) shows the dependence of T* with respect to the applied field for samples CFO (blue circles) and CNFO (red triangles), with the RAM fits
represented as solid lines. Error bars on the experimental points are smaller than the dots. For each sample, the correlation length (Lcorr) dependence
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the formation of large correlated clusters of particles. On the
other hand, CNFO, despite showing reduced dipolar interac-
tions with respect to CFO, is characterized by a lower NP
anisotropy, which in turn allows for higher correlation lengths,
at least for low enough applied fields. It is interesting to note
that for CNFO, the m0Hlimit, the applied field which reduces the
correlation length below the limit of L2NP, is about 0.09 T
(Fig. 6b). This explains why the effective cluster anisotropy is
visible only at low field, indeed analyses of M(H) and DM-plot
employ fields higher than m0Hlimit, which reduce to zero the
correlation length, thus leading to the dominant effect of the
single particle anisotropy in both samples. It is well known that
dipolar interactions affect the M(H) loop at low temperature
(below blocking) by reducing the HC magnitude and leading to
a concomitant lower remanence with respect to the corres-
ponding isolated particles.26,54 Anyway, in CFO (stronger inter-
actions), HC is greater than in CNFO due to the suppression of
interparticle interaction effect caused by the much higher local
single particle anisotropy. In strongly interacting particle
systems, where Tmax in the ZFC curve reflects the phase transition
to a collective superspin glass state, theoretical analysis55,56 and
subsequent experimental works25,46 have suggested that Tmax is
the result of interactions. Here we demonstrate for the first time
that the individual particles’ anisotropy plays an additional
opposite role, indeed higher NP energy barriers moderate the
interparticle correlations and tend to reduce the glassy tem-
perature. Thus, the overall magnetic behavior is the balance of
the interplay between the single particle anisotropy and the
interparticle interactions.
4. Conclusions
The effect of interparticle interactions in close-packed ensem-
bles of magnetic nanoparticles was interpreted by means of a
random anisotropy model. In the first stage, the effect of
strongly interacting particles in a dense ensemble was analyzed,
thus explaining the origin of their SSG states by quantifying the
correlation length. In addition, the method was demonstrated to
be effective in order to estimate the contribution of the single
particle anisotropy energy, even if it is hidden by the strong
collective behavior of the sample.
The second part of the work analyzed the complex interplay
of single particle magnetic anisotropy and interparticle inter-
actions in two ensembles of particles with the same average
size: pure cobalt ferrite (CFO, CoFe2O4) and half-substituted
cobalt–nickel ferrite (CNFO, Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4). The low-
temperature hysteresis loops showed a strong reduction of
magnetic anisotropy upon introducing nickel in place of cobalt.
On the other hand, the thermally activated switching process of
the magnetization analyzed by ZFC, FC and (MFC–MZFC) proto-
cols with a low applied field of 2.5 mT, as well as by zero-field
Mössbauer spectroscopy at 300 K, underlined a different picture,
where almost the same average anisotropy energy emerged for the
two samples. The interplay between the single particle anisotropy
and the interparticle interactions is the key point to understand
this intriguing behavior. Upon interpretation of the results by
means of the random anisotropy model, it was shown that a strong
single particle anisotropy prevailed in CFO. On the other hand, the
right mix between the lower anisotropy and the quite long-range
dipolar interactions produced a more correlated state in CNFO,
which exhibited a blocking temperature higher than expected.
This correlation was reduced by the application of an external
field; indeed applied high fields allowed the single particle aniso-
tropy to emerge. These results provide experimental evidence that
the overall magnetic behavior of strongly interacting particles
depends on the complex interplay between the single particle
anisotropy energy and the interparticle interaction energy, with
higher individual NP energy barriers playing against the collective
behavior.
These conclusions are of interest not only from a funda-
mental point of view but also for their potentiality in techno-
logical applications. As demonstrated by the results of
CFO and CNFO, it is possible to develop systems in which
the thermal and the field-induced reversal of the magnetiza-
tion can be tuned independently, opening new interest-
ing perspectives in order to design materials for specific
applications.
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